TAKE NOTE PARENTS INSTITUTE

ORIENTATION: SEPTEMBER 16TH at the EMUHSD BOARD ROOM.
9:00 AM - 3537 JOHNSON AVE, EL MONTE, CA 91731

WE WILL START THIS SEPTEMBER 30th

REGISTER with your LOCAL COMMUNITY LIAISON
CONTACT US AT:
TAKENOTELLC2014@GMAIL.COM
BY TEXT OR CALLING TANIA (562) 322 8581
ESPERANZA: (562) 781 8819

CHILD CARE WILL BE PROVIDED

JOIN THE CHALLENGE TO
BECOME THE #1 SUCCESS COACH OF YOUR TEENS!

12 WORKSHOPS DEDICATED TO HELP YOU
DEVELOP YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE AS A PARENT INTO EFFECTIVE PRACTICES!!

FREE

SELF-ESTEEM "TEEN"
SELF-CONTROL
COMMUNITY CORE STATE STANDARDS
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
PARENTS RESOURCES
NUTRITION FOR THE BRAIN

BYE BULLYING
HOMEWORK HELPER

AM I THE BIGGEST INFLUENCE IN MY
TEEN’S FUTURE SUCCESS?
SELF-ESTEEM "TEEN"

BEHAVIORAL DISORDERS
SLEEP YOUR POUNDS AWAY

DR. MATH
TEEN'S FUTURE SUCCESS

DISCIPLINE: TEACHING VS EDUCATING

AND MUCH MORE...

“It is not what you do for your children, but what you have taught them to do for themselves that will make them successful human beings.” Ann Landers